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We shall state and prove a principle of duality inherent in the 
mathematical theory of stochastic processes, not explicitly noticed hitherto, 
which clarifies the meaning of the Bayes theorem on inverse probability. 
In the spirit and notation of the previous contributions of the author 
] l-3 1, let us define rr(j; t) as the probability that a physical system is in a 
state j at “time” t (any one dimensional parameter) assuming that there are n 
possible states. The probability vector n(t) therefore has the n elements 
n(j; t), j = 1, 2 ,...) n. We assume that if the process progresses with f. II 
satisfies the equation 
dnfdt = Rn, (1) 
with the formal solution 
n(f) = e%(O) = [n(t) 1 a(O). (2) 
where the matrix [n(r)] has the typical element rc(j 1 i; t) representing the 
probability that the system is in a statej at t given that it was in i at f = 0. R 
is the stochastic matrix with the typical element R(j 1 i) related to rr(j 1 i; t) as 
follows: 
n(j ) i; t) -+ R(j 1 i)d as t -+d + 0 (j# i), 
R(i 1 i) = -x R(j I i). 
(3) 
j*i 
In conventional treatments the transition operator [z(t)] is used to obtain the 
state at a “later” time given the state at an “earlier” time. As early as 1956. 
the author demonstrated that this operator can be meaningfully used for 
negative times, i.e., 
n(O) = e-“‘n(t) = [7r(-t)] n(0). 
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Equivalently the equation 
n(t*) = I42 - t,)l no,) (5) 
is valid for tz > t, or t2 < t,. 
The matrix equation is equivalent to the Chapman-Kolmogoroff equation 
for the elements: 
n(./‘, 11) = y n(k; I,) ?r(j 1 k; t2 -t,). (6) 
In the literature it is usually written only for t, > t,. The author has 
demonstrated that this is valid even when t2 < t,. In such a case 
~(j 1 k, t, - t,) will be negative and by itself has no probability significance 
though it can be meaningfully used as an “operator.” We shall call the 
matrix [~r(t? - t,)] for tz < t, the analytic inverse of [~(t, - t?)]. 
However, n(jl tJ can be obtained from 7c(jl t,) for tz < t, in a different 
way. We note that the joint probability that the system is in j at time t2 and 
at k at time t, for t, > t, can be written in two ways: 
n(jItz;k,t,)=7C(j;t?)7[(kjj;t,-ttz) 
=n(k;t,).4(jlk;tz-t,), 
(7) 
/(j 1 k; tz - t,) = 
$j;tz)$k) j;t, -tz) 
Ir(k: tz) ’ (8) 
This inverse probability .?(j 1 k; t, - t,) is positive by definition and the 
matrix [. P(tZ - t,)] with typical element y( j 1 k. t2 - t,) can also be used to 
obtain n(tz) from I. 
71(tJ = I-f(f, - t,>l @,)I, tz < I,. 
We shall call .P the Bayes inverse. It can be recognised to be 
(9) 
W,)l4t, - tAV- ‘v,), (10) 
where D(t,) is a diagonal matrix with elements rr(j / tz) and Dm’(t,) the 
diagonal matrix with elements as the reciprocals of rc(j I t,) and [~(t, - t2)lT 
is the transpose of [n(t, - t?)]. 
Thus n(t,) can be related to r(t,) in a “dual” manner either through the 
analytic inverse [n(tz - t,)] with negative nondiagonal elements without 
probability significance or through the Buyes inverse .a(t? - t,). 
That both [rc] and [.P] can transform n(t,) to n(t?) is not surprising since 
we can have more than one matrix which transform one vector to another. 
The analytic inverse is fundamental since it is independent of n(t,) and 
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n(tz) while the Buyes intlerse which transforms or to rr(f?) has to be 
constructed using the elements n(f,) and or. 
The dualism between the two types of inverses becomes strikingly clear if 
we use a simpler notation. If a and b are two probability vectors and if we 
interpret b as the effect and a as the cause we have 
b = [x]a. (11) 
The analytic inverse [rc] ~~ ’ transforms b to a. So does the Bayes inoerse D(b) 
171)~ D-'(a), where D(a) and D(b) are diagonal matrices with elements of a 
and b as the diagonal elements respectively. 
On the other hand if a is the “effecr” and b the “cause,” then / would be 
reckoned as the transition matrix taking b to a while [.?I-’ is its analytic 
inverse and [rc] the corresponding Bayes inverse which transforms a to b. In 
such a case we write 
[RI =D(a)[.417 D-‘(b). (12) 
The meaning of the “direction” of evolution of a stochastic process and 
the characteristics of “earlier” (cause) and “later” distributions have been 
discussed in earlier contributions introducing new concepts called “disparity” 
and “activity.” 
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